the Plain. The exegetical tradition of both the Sermon on the Mount as a whole and the Beatitudes in particular is a long, deep, and wide river, with particularly influential commentary by Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, Nicholas of Lyra and the Glossa ordinaria, and Thomas Aquinas, followed by the Reformers and a useful compilation on the Catholic side in this period from the Jesuit Cornelius a Lapide. Yet there is no comparably extensive visual tradition: before the early modern period, the Beatitudes took various forms, but were most often represented as women holding scrolls.3 Nonetheless, in the second half of the sixteenth century and early in the seventeenth century in the Netherlands, the Beatitudes were illus trated several times and in remarkably different ways, to such an extent that they provide fertile ground for a partial taxonomy of modes of depic tion in scriptural illustration. I shall proceed from the more concrete of modes -narrative and exemplificatory -toward the more abstract -figu rative, hieroglyphic, and verbal, moving from allegoria in factis to allegoria in verbis and tracing a progressive Entbildung of the representation, as it were.4
My concern here is more structural than iconographical or historical. All these works comprise both image and text, and I am interested in how these 'iconotexts' work, how their various parts relate to each other 'intermedially', and how they signify.5 The Beatitudes provide a rich but 
